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Conclusions 

• The knowledge of the locals must be included if land use is at stake 

• Not necessarily an EPI, but a policy mix. 

 

• Generalization, transferability 

• Is there heterogeneity in the landscape? 

• Not necessarily, but not just geographical differencies can be the 

basis 

• Pre assumptions must be reconsidered before making suggestions to 

wider application: 

• To what extent the location of low profitability lands correlate with big 

potential environmental services land 

 

• There is a chance to to join eco and agro interests: Flood reduction 

service integration into CAP is required by European farmer lobby 

 

 



Institutional set up 

Flood reservoir damage compensation agreements are set differently in Hu, 

GB, Fr, D will be integrated in the final report. 

• Pre-existing land use situation – ownership 

• The possibility of insurance covering depends on the initial, clear setup 

of responsibilies 

• Can beneficiary cities along the river be included in the flood protection 

arrangement as financers? 

• EPI that requires a behavior with long term impacts (land use change) 

assumes that affected farmers have a trust in government 

 

• Not just building, but maintaining the dikes is an important expenditure   



Our twitter message 

 

• “Providing space for water is a valuable service – wanna 

value for your money? – Create a market for that space!” 



Thanks! 
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